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VBC NEWS
Reviewing the last quarter of 2023, it has been successful with various grants, awards,
and milestones achieved.This newsletter offers a brief overview of some highlights, for
more news from Vienna BioCenter, visit our website's News section.
 
Looking ahead to 2024, there are several interesting symposia and events planned.
You'll find a first outlook at the end of the Newsletter.
 
Happy Reading!

The European Research Council (ERC) awarded Consolidator Grants to three
Vienna BioCenter group leaders
 
Jillian Petersen, DOME group leader at CeMESS, received the grant to investigate
seagrass symbionts.
Shotaro Otsuka, Max Perutz Labs, will use the grant to investigate the inter-organelle
communication between the endoplasmic reticulum and the nucleus.
Anna Obenauf, IMP, was awarded the grant to study how to unlock an immune
response in cancer

Three Special Research Programs (SFB) with VBC participation have been
extended by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) for the next 4 years
 
Targeted Protein Degradation - The Special Research Program led by Sascha Martens
(Max Perutz Labs) is a consortium of 13 research groups including groups from
Max Perutz Labs (Andreas Bachmair, Elif Karagöz, Alwin Köhler, Sascha Martens, and
Gijs Versteeg), GMI (Silvia Ramundo, Yasin Dagdas), IMBA (Noelia Urban), IMP (Tim
Clausen and David Haselbach), CeMM, and the Max-Delbrück-Center in Berlin. 
 
Stem Cell Modulation in Neural Development and Regeneration - The Special
Research Program consists of 10 research groups and is led by Jürgen Knoblich of
IMBA. Further participants at Vienna BioCenter are Florian Raible and Kristin Tessmar-
Raible (Max Perutz Labs), Elly Tanaka (IMP) and Noelia Urban (IMBA).
 
RNA-DECO - The Special Research Program includes 11 research groups. The labs of
Stefan Ameres & Isabella Moll (Max Perutz Labs) and Andrea Pauli (IMP), are among
the collaborators.

VBC ASSOCIATION

The VBC Association is happy to welcome new members

Aitiologic GmbH - An Austrian precision medicine startup, aiming to enable early
disease detection and targeted therapy through AI-powered innovations. Central to our
mission is the development of the aitios® platform, designed specifically for tissue-
specific mutation detection. Founded in June 2023, they build on patented liquid biopsy
technology originally developed at Siemens Healthineers and are working towards first
applications in non-invasive prenatal testing and oncology.

HD Immune GmbH - Dr Stefan Bartl and Dr Lionel Wightman announce the start of
operations of HD Immune GmbH (HDI), a biotechnology company focused on the
treatment of Huntington disease using passive antibody therapy, based on the Vienna
Biocenter Campus, supported by the AWS pre-seed Program. HDI has acquired the
patents and assets of AFFiRiS AG Huntington disease program for active and passive
immunological treatment of the orphan drug indication Huntington Disease.

HeartBeat.bio AG is building the worldwide first high-throughput human organoid
cultivation, screening and AI-supported data analysis solution for developing first-in-
class drugs to treat heart failure faster, less expensively and with a higher probability of
success in clinical trials. The so-called Cardioid Drug Discovery Platform relies on self-
assembling, highly reproducible cardiac organoids which recapitulate the human
physiology and enable modeling of heart diseases in a way not achieved with other in-
vitro systems. Currently, HeartBeat.bio is focused on drug-induced and different sub-
types of genetic cardiomyopathies, followed by programs in diabetic cardiomyopathy,
myocardial infarction, and cardiac remodeling. 

SPORTS INITIATIVES ON VBC CAMPUS

VBC Sports is a campus-wide sports initiative to connect colleagues through their
interest and passion for sports. All employees of VBC members have access to a wide
range of sports activities through VBC sports.
 
To find out more, visit sports.vbc.ac.at and login via your institute. Employees at
UBB/CeMESS follow these instructions and employees at VBC companies follow these
instructions to register first with their work email address. Access to VBC Sports will be
granted after successful approval of the registration.
 
Participation in VBC Sports activities is generously subsidized through membership
fees of VBC association members. Thus, participation in most sports activities is free;
however, some courses require partial or full coverage of the costs by the participants.
 
Keep an eye out for a dedicated Sports Newsletter with an update on the sports
offered in 2024!

VBC SCIENTIFIC TRAINING

Vienna BioCenter Summer School 2024

The summer school was a big success in 2023 with 20 students taking part in the regular
program and 5 students taking part in the “Talents for Future” program. Now the 2024 call
just opened with 23 vacancies and an application deadline of 31 January 2024.  
 
We look forward to welcoming another cohort of young scientists to our campus next July.

Further details here
 

PhD Symposium 2023: A Mixtape of Science

The Vienna BioCenter PhD Program symposium took place on November 9-10 and
was attended by students from all over Europe and beyond.  This year’s symposium
featured a wide range of topics and subjects that could appeal to everyone. 
 
The event was kicked off with a panel discussion on art and science: From Inspiration
to Creation and followed by a vernissage displaying many interesting art pieces
created by scientists.  As well as the scientific talks there were career workshops and
many interesting discussions.  There was an added dimension speaker to round off
the event followed by dinner and party. 
 
The next organizing committee has been formed and is already working on the
program for 2024!  Thanks to the organizers for such an exciting event.
 
Read more here
 

Meet our Vienna BioCenter PhD Program Mascot

The octopus represents versatility, adaptability,
resourcefulness, creativity, collaboration and
growth – all traits that our PhD candidates bring to
our program! We strive to nurture their talents so
they can face the multifaceted nature of research
well equipped and excel in their pursuit of
knowledge wherever they may go afterwards.
 
The octopus is also the face of our bot on the
website - try it out! (bottom right corner of the page)
 

Leadership Program - Together is better!

Our first cohort has successfully completed the year-long journey where they learned
from experienced trainers, formed relationships, practiced tools, and discussed
leadership topics and strategies. Major learning: the journey has really only just begun!
They are determined to continue working on themselves and make are committed to
make a positive impact on our community.
 
The 2024 cohort is already in the starting blocks and ready to join a growing group of
thoughtful and aware leaders.
 
Find out more about the program here

RESEARCH INSTITUTES' NEWS

CeMESS

New FWF project on the gut-
brain axis in early life

A cross-institutional consortium
coordinated by David Berry (and
including CeMESS member Isabella
Wagner) has just been funded to
support research into the development
of the gut-brain axis in premature
infants. The neonatal gut microbiota-
immune-brain axis is important in
neurological diseases, and represents a
promising target for therapeutic
intervention in premature infants at risk
of early-life brain injury. The project is
called "Gut-immune-brain axis
dysfunction in premature neonates:
Molecular mechanisms and long-term
consequences (NeoGIBA)” and includes
a research team from the University of
Vienna, the Medical University of
Vienna and the Centre for Molecular
Medicine.

ERC Consolidator Grant to
investigate seagrass symbionts 

The European Research Council (ERC)
has awarded a Consolidator Grant to
CeMESS group leader Jillian Petersen to
delve into the biodiversity and ecological
functions of a widespread group of
microbial symbionts (the
Sedimenticolaceae) inhabiting coastal
marine ecosystems, like seagrass
meadows and salt marshes.
 
The project aims to test the theory that
Sedimenticolaceae symbionts provide
their hosts with a natural ‘fertilizer’ by
fixing nitrogen, and that they cleanse the
environment of toxic sulfides.
 
The ERC will fund the “SeaSym” project
with 2 million Euros over the next 5 years.
 
 

More CeMESS news

FACULTY OF LIFE SCIENCES @ UBB

Four new FWF Projects starting 2024

 
Starting January, a FWF Project led by Andreas Wanninger in Evolutionary Biology
explores the "Morphology and development of worm snails". These creatures, distinct
from other snails and slugs, create calcareous tubes for their worm-shaped bodies.
Anchored by a retractor muscle, they undergo transformation from a snail-like youth to
a worm-shaped adulthood. The project investigates the processes governing this
metamorphosis and seeks insights into the evolutionary shift.
 
Additionally, the ESPRIT Projects launching next year include "Human Evolution
Beyond Collagen" by Emese Vegh in Evolutionary Anthropology, mentored by Tom
Higham and Katerina Douka. 
 
Tiziano Benocci from Functional and Evolutionary Ecology explores "Unlocking the
marine fungi biomass degradation potential", mentored by Fede Baltar. 
 
Sojung Han investigates "Introgression in hybrid zones in chimpanzee subspecies" in
Evolutionary Anthropology, guided by Ron Pinhasi. Exciting ventures lie ahead in
evolutionary research, promising many new discoveries.
 

More Faculty of Life Sciences news

GMI

ROP signaling: Origin of the
dawn of multicellular plant life

Plants regulate their development
with a distinct group of molecular
players. ROP proteins, a group of
plant-specific proteins, are known to
control plant tissue formation.
 
Now, Hugh Mulvey and Liam Dolan at
the GMI show that ROP proteins
evolved at the transition between
unicellular and multicellular plant life.
The findings are published in the
journal Current Biology in November.

Plant stem cells put up a fight
against viruses

Viruses are a threat to all organisms,
including plants. A small group of
plant stem cells, however,
successfully defends itself from
infection. Marco Incarbone, now at
MPIMP Golm, Gabriele Bradamante
and their co-authors at the GMI
uncovered that salicylic acid and
RNA interference mediate this
antiviral immunity of plant stem cells.
The findings were published in
PNAS in October.

More GMI news

IMBA

First multi-chamber heart
organoids developed

Heart disease kills 18 million people
each year, but the development of
new therapies faces a bottleneck: no
physiological model of the entire
human heart exists – so far. A new
multi-chamber organoid that mirrors
the heart’s intricate structure enables
scientists to advance screening
platforms for drug development,
toxicology studies, and
understanding heart development.
 
The new findings, using heart
organoid models developed by
Sasha Mendjan’s group at IMBA
were presented in the journal Cell on
November 28.

Alejandro Burga elected EMBO
Young Investigator

Alejandro Burga, group leader at IMBA,
has been selected by the European
Molecular Biology Organization to be
part of the prestigious EMBO Young
Investigator Programme.
 
EMBO will support Burga’s research for
the next four years, and welcomes him
into an international network of more
than 700 current and former EMBO
Young Investigators, Installation
Grantees and Global Investigators.

More IMBA News

IMP

Artificial Intelligence cracks code
of gene regulation

The labs of Alexander Stark at the IMP
and Eileen Furlong at EMBL
Heidelberg harnessed genomics and
artificial intelligence to solve the
second "code of life": the missing link
between enhancer sequence and
function.
 
For a cell type to acquire its unique
identity, form, and function, it must
activate genes through the expression
of enhancers. Scientists have long
tried to crack the code by which
enhancers operate – this seminal
study marks a stride in that direction.
 
It was led by Vienna BioCenter PhD
student Bernardo Almeida and was
published in the journal Nature. 

Six ERC grants in a year for IMP

The IMP’s success with European
Research Council (ERC) grants this year
is unprecedented. After four grants
awarded earlier this year, two group
leaders received further support.
 
Senior group leader Elly Tanaka was
awarded a Synergy Grant to delve deep
into the regenerative abilities of the
axolotl central nervous system. The
project aims to map the axolotl brain and
tease out the underlying mechanisms of
regeneration.
 
Senior group leader Anna Obenauf was
awarded a Consolidator Grant to study
tumours and their microenvironment
during therapy-challenge, with the goal
to inform rational combination therapies
and to unleash a potent immune
response towards cancer cells. 

More IMP news

MAX PERUTZ LABS

What does cooking have to do
with science?

Pim Huis in ‘t Veld was born in the
Netherlands and studied Molecular
Life Sciences at the University of
Nijmegen.
 
He then obtained a Ph.D. in Jan-
Michael Peters Lab at the Institute for
Molecular Pathology (IMP) in Vienna.
After a post-doctoral stay in the lab of
Andrea Musacchio at the Max Planck
Institute of Molecular Physiology in
Dortmund, he returned to Vienna in
2023 to start his own group at the
Perutz.
 
His research focus lies in the fidelity of
genome propagation during cell
division. In our interview, we
discussed the connection between
science and cooking and explored
what Pim would do as plan B.

Decoding genome instablility: New
doc.funds initiative at the Perutz

Funding of €2 million from the Austrian
Science Fund (FWF) has been
allocated to a collaborative doc.funds
initiative coordinated by Perutz group
leader Christopher Campbell. The
consortium of nine groups aims to
enhance the education and support
excellent research of doctoral students
in the field of genome instability.
Students will benefit from workshops,
annual retreats, and the development
of soft skills.
 
Besides coordinator Christopher
Campbell, Perutz group leaders Alex
Dammermann, Stephanie Ellis,
Verena Jantsch-Plunger, Joao Matos,
Peter Schlögelhofer, and Dea Slade,
as well as Silvia Bulgheresi (University
of Vienna) and Anna Obenauf (IMP),
are part of the consortium.

The stage is yours, DIDO

Paralogous proteins have evolved from gene or whole genome duplications and may
provide an insurance policy for deleterious mutations. Why some paralogous proteins
exist, however, remains somewhat enigmatic, as they consume substantial cellular
energy resources despite often having homologous functions.
 
In a new study published in Nature Communications, corresponding author Dea Slade,
together with first author Johannes Benedum and their team, investigated the
paralogous proteins PHD finger protein 3 (PHF3) and Death-inducer obliterator
(DIDO). They found that the proteins collaboratively regulate gene expression and that,
intriguingly, transcriptional upregulation of DIDO3 can compensate for the loss of
PHF3.

More Max Perutz Labs News

VIENNA BIOCENTER CORE FACILITIES

Vienna Single Cell & Spatial Discovery Symposium

The Vienna Single Cell & Spatial Discovery Symposium was held in October 2023 as
part of the Spatial World Tour by 10x Genomics. The one-day event offered insights for
those new to single cell and spatial technology as well as seasoned 10x Genomics
technology users.
 
Carmen Czepe, Lab Manager at the Next Generation Sequencing Unit of Vienna
BioCenter Core Facilities held a talk titled „10x Genomics combined with Long Read
Sequencing“ where she presented the unit’s efforts to combine single cell sequencing
with long read sequencing (PacBio and ONT).
 

Follow VBCF on

VBC COMPANY NEWS

Elevate Your Workspace at Vienna BioCenter (VBC)

Biolution has 1-3 workspaces available in their expansive 160m2 office, situated in the
Marxbox Building at the Vienna BioCenter.
 

• Modern, accessible building with secure bike room and shower
• Optional parking spaces available on request
• State-of-the-art facilities: meeting room, fully equipped shared kitchen, private

sanitary facilities
• Inclusive amenities: air conditioning, heating, electricity, high-speed internet,

WLAN, printer/scanner, lockable storage
• Flexible notice period

Experience our light-flooded open-plan office featuring eight workstations.The office is
friendly and calm, with workstations strategically separated by greenery. Additionally,
enjoy a dedicated meeting room for virtual or personal discussions.

For more details or to arrange a visit, contact Ms. Dorlijski
01 786 9595 / office@biolution.net.

Antiviral Potential of Azelastine against Major Respiratory Viruses 

CEBINA and its collaborators from the Medical University of Innsbruck have published
a new study in the peer-reviewed journal Viruses on the broad antiviral effect of
azelastine against common respiratory viruses.
 
The researchers believe that azelastine can be considered a safe option against the
most common respiratory viruses to prevent or treat such infections locally in the form
of a nasal spray that is commonly available globally.
 

Eveliqure initiates clinical safety and immunogenicity trials of its vaccine
candidate against Shigellosis and ETEC in endemic populations in
Bangladesh

Eveliqure Biotechnologies has announced the initiation of a Phase 1b clinical trial with
ShigETEC, its vaccine candidate against shigellosis and Enterotoxigenic E. coli
(ETEC) diseases, in Bangladesh. Eveliqure is developing ShigETEC both as a vaccine
for children living in developing countries and for travellers to endemic regions.
 
The placebo controlled, dose-escalating, age-descending Phase 1b clinical study will
focus on assessing the safety, tolerability and immunogenicity of ShigETEC at the
icddr,b (International Centre for Diarrheal Disease Research, Bangladesh) Clinical
Trials Unit in Mirpur, Dhaka Metropolitan area, Bangladesh.
 
These activities are supported by the EU-funded SHIGETECVAX international
consortium of several organizations - Eveliqure Biotechnologies, icddr,b, the European
Vaccine Initiative, University of Gothenburg, and PATH.
 

Successful application to Austrian Centre of Industrial
Biotechnology

HDI announces the successful application to Austrian Centre of Industrial
Biotechnology (acib) allowing the collaboration with the Institute of Molecular
Biotechnology (BOKU, Universität für Bodenkultur Wien) for HDI’s research program
for the humanization and development of clinical candidate antibodies for the treatment
of Huntington disease.

Pipette Calibration Days 2024 at LabShop, Vienna BioCenter.

The first Pipette Calibration Day 2024 will take place on Tuesday, January 23rd.
 
Please register by January 18th, indicating the number of your pipettes and specifying
whether they are 1-, 8-, or 12-channel pipettes at support@labshop-online.com.
 
We would be happy to send you a non-binding quote. The pipette service is performed
for all common pipettes available on the market.

invIOs teams up with Dana-Farber Cancer Institute for glioblastoma
study

invIOs and Dana-Farber Cancer Institute will collaborate on pre-clinical research to
evaluate invIOs’s promising small molecule INV501 as a potential treatment for
glioblastoma.
 
The collaboration will be led by David Reardon, MD, Clinical Director of the Dana-
Faber Cancer Institute's Center for Neuro-Oncology and Professor of Medicine at
Harvard Medical School. Dr. Reardon is a world-renowned expert in brain cancer,
particularly glioblastoma research and treatment. 
 
The research group will evaluate INV501 alone and in combination with the current
standard of care (temozolomide or radiation) or anti- myeloid therapies in preclinical
glioblastoma models. Depending on the outcome, further studies to understand the
mechanisms of action of INV501 will be conducted.

Valneva Announces U.S. FDA Approval of World’s First Chikungunya
Vaccine, IXCHIQ®

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved IXCHIQ®, Valneva’s
single-dose, live-attenuated vaccine indicated for the prevention of disease caused by
chikungunya virus (CHIKV) in individuals 18 years of age and older who are at
increased risk of exposure to CHIKV. This indication is approved under accelerated
approval based on anti-CHIKV neutralizing antibody titers. Continued approval for this
indication is contingent upon verification of clinical benefit in confirmatory studies.
 
With this U.S. approval, IXCHIQ® becomes the world’s first licensed chikungunya
vaccine available to address this unmet medical need and the third vaccine Valneva
has brought from early R&D to approval.

EVENTS
Symposia & Events at Vienna BioCenter

Vienna Doctoral School of Ecology
and Evolution Symposium,
February 16
 
The Vienna Doctoral School of
Ecology and Evolution will host their
first annual Symposium, an
opportunity for the members of the
VDSEE Doctoral School to share their
research achievements with their
community.
 
Attendees can look forward to an
engaging program of poster
presentations and seminars delivered
by VDSEE-PhD candidates, PI’s and
external speakers.
 

Read more

SY-Stem Symposium on Stem Cell
Biology, March 13-15
 
SY-Stem - a symposium focusing on the next
generation of stem cell researchers – is an
annual meeting, located in the beautiful city
of Vienna. It is organized jointly by
the Research Institute of Molecular
Pathology (IMP) and Institute of Molecular
Biotechnology (IMBA).
 
In this two-and-a-half-day event, recognized
keynote speakers, as well as aspiring young
group leaders will discuss the latest
advances in stem cell biology in an informal
and collaborative setting. Our goal is to
strengthen a cooperative and dynamic spirit
in this research area.

Read more

Probabilistic Modeling in Genomics
Conference, April 10-12
 
The 9th Probabilistic Modeling in Genomics
Conference (ProbGen24) will encourage
plenty of interaction. In addition to invited
speakers, talks will be selected from
submitted abstracts, and there will also be
two poster sessions.
 

Read more

Microsymposium on RNA biology, April
24-26
 
The „Microsymposium on RNA Biology“ is an
international conference that brings together
young scientists, junior and senior group
leaders, and company representatives from
all over the world to present and discuss
their latest findings in the exciting field of
small RNAs and beyond.

Read more

WORKING AT VBC

FOOD TRUCKS AT VBC
Five different food trucks expand the culinary offerings on VBC campus. You can
choose from daily changing, varied options. Already found your favorite?
Food trucks stop at VBC Campus daily (Mon to Thu from 11 am to 2 pm) in front of the
Globe Wien (at the corner of Karl-Farkas-Gasse and Maria-Jacobi-Gasse). The Wrap
Stars food truck stops in front of the Marxbox.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Follow Vienna BioCenter on
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